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Background

For the last 4 years The 10 Cases in Covent Garden has been at the 
forefront of the wine movement in London. We have been consistently 
rated as one of the best wine bars/bistrots in the capital both in print 
and online (please see appendix). 

We offer a small menu of lighter tapas-style dishes as well as a choice 
of starters (from £3 to £8), mains (£16 to £19), and desserts (£6) that 
change monthly. The wine list is ever changing and also the focus of our 
operation- margins are low and variety is high- instead of sticking to a 
list of old favorites we constantly offer new wines, hence the idea the 
we only buy 10 cases of any wine at a time. All wines are available 
by the glass, carafe and bottle. This encourages experimentation and 
re-enforces the dynamism for which we are known.

We have built up a considerable reputation for unassuming but 
entirely professional service with our loyal, local following of residents, 
businesses and theatre goers alike as well as oenophiles, the wine 
trade and the restaurant industry. Whilst we are naturally proud of 
this reputation, we pride ourselves most on having created a perfect 
neighborhood restaurant in Endell Street which historically has been a 
difficult area to trade not being an obvious food and wine destination in 
the West End. It is now the focal point of the area. 

We opened the wine shop next door to the bistrot where we serve 
a shorter, more casual menu in 2013 as well as a larger selection 
of fine wine for our customers to drink in the bistrot at a considerably 
reduced mark-up. At the same time as creating some much needed extra 
capacity, the shop has also strengthened our already recognizable 
brand and helped to make it ready for expansion.





Reviews

Since opening, The 10 cases has received great reviews (Marina 
O’Loughlin - Metro; Time Out; David Sexton - The Evening Standard;  
Lisa Markwell - The Independent; Matthew Norman - The Telegraph)



“A friendly, attractive little spot in 
central London, serving interesting 
wines and great food at reasonable 
prices and with a smile.

But there is something about  
The 10 Cases – passion? Spirit? 
Perhaps just good old fashioned 
attention to detail and a healthy 
desire to offer a good product – 
that sets it above the crowd.”

Chris Pople – Cheese and Biscuit





“The markups are minuscule by British 
standards.

Nothing clever or showy, just excellent 
wine and nice rustic food served by 
nice friendly people which isn’t the worst 
formula in the world.”

Matthew Norman – The Independent 





“You would be hard-pressed to 
find as considered, interesting 
and wide ranging a wine list 
across the channel.”

Time Out
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Sketches

Artist’s impression of The 10 Cases.



It is the wine list that gives this place it’s sparkle, 
as well as Annabel, the friendliest and most 
efficient waitress I have met this year.

Nick Lander – The Financial Times 



Site requirements

SIZE

A3 Requirement
1,500 sqft (plus 800 sqft back up) 

LOCATION

Borough   Mayfair 
City   Marylebone
Clerkenwell  Old Street
Covent Garden  Piccadilly
Farringdon  Soho
Fitzrovia   St James
Holborn   Victoria
London Bridge  Waterloo 

Please send all suitable opportunities to:

David Rawlinson 
E: david@restaurant-property.co.uk
T: 020 7935 2223 
M: 07774 999 911
 
Guy Marks
guy@restaurant-property.co.uk
T: 0207 935 0303
M: 07889 907 462



www.10cases.co.uk


